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This book is suitable for ages 3 to 7 years. Children experience hands-on learning at its best on this

sea-life adventure! Its features are: Children 'visit' seven different ocean habitats where they identify

(and make) a prickly sea urchin, and find out where baby sea turtles hatch, who lives at the coral

reef, and what swims in the polar seas!; Children create crafts to help them to see, feel, and

understand what is unique about each creature - move colorful reef-fish in 'schools', put on your

sea-otter mask, snuggle up with a soft sock manatee and paint a colorful krill cloud; children explore

the science and sensations of the sea through creative play, games, and simple experiments - take

a tide-pool bath, crawl like a crab, make up a fish dance, bend your back like a seal, walk on stilts

like a sea urchin, make a floating sandwich-bag sea jelly, and investigate starfish suction power with

a straw!
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This book is suitable for ages 3 to 7 years. Children experience hands-on learning at its best on this

sea-life adventure! Its features are: Children 'visit' seven different ocean habitats where they identify

(and make) a prickly sea urchin, and find out where baby sea turtles hatch, who lives at the coral

reef, and what swims in the polar seas!; Children create crafts to help them to see, feel, and

understand what is unique about each creature - move colorful reef-fish in 'schools', put on your

sea-otter mask, snuggle up with a soft sock manatee and paint a colorful krill cloud; children explore

the science and sensations of the sea through creative play, games, and simple experiments - take



a tide-pool bath, crawl like a crab, make up a fish dance, bend your back like a seal, walk on stilts

like a sea urchin, make a floating sandwich-bag sea jelly, and investigate starfish suction power with

a straw!

I use this book for my daycare whenever we learn about sea life! I guess that's the point! The author

did a good job with this book. It's easy and I like the illustrations. Very glad to have this book.

The black and white inside, and lack of pictures made it hard for my little to get excited. However,

the projects were cool. I was not happy with the seller who did not disclose that there was scribbling

in the book. My little was quite turned off by that and so was I.

I went out of town on a business trip and I bought this for my mother and my 3 year old son so that

they could do crafts while I was gone. I came home to paper plate seahorses, fish, clams, sharks,

and so many more cute crafts! It really entertained him and they enjoyed doing the projects and

spending time together.

Just saw a pinterest craft of a seahorse that looked gorgeous! It showed some other pages of crafts

from the book and they looked easy to do. Wish it was still in print. The used copies seem really

expensive.
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